IcedID
(a.k.a BokBot)
Infections On
The Rise
Introduction
IcedID (also known as BokBot) is a banking Trojan that gets distributed through
phishing email campaigns. This banking Trojan targets victims to steal financial
information, including payment card details, login credentials, and banking
information. It was first observed in 2017 targeting clients across several
e-commerce businesses and in the finance sector. This quarter, there has been an
increase in IcedID Trojan infections spreading through a ubiquitous spear-phishing
email campaign. This spear-phishing email campaign is being attributed with medium
confidence to a threat-actor group known as TA551 (a.k.a Shathak). IcedID Trojan is
more than just a banking Trojan; it has evolved into an advanced malware capable of
stealing sensitive information from browsers, performing reconnaissance, attempting
data exfiltration, and delivering ransomware payloads to victim machines. This
article examines a recent malspam campaign that spreads the IcedID Trojan. It also
highlights all of the techniques used by this advanced Trojan to steal data from the
infected host while evading traditional detection methods.

Affected Platforms
Systems running Windows
operating system
Threat Type
Baking Trojan, Information Stealer
Impacted Users
Windows Users
Impact
Credential Theft, Data Exfiltration
Severity
Critical

Industries Targeted: IcedID targets a wide range of industries, including
enterprise companies, financial institutions, manufacturing companies, healthcare
organizations, and educational institutions.
The observed intrusion chain for IcedID within the FortiEDR platform is outlined below:
ATT&CK

Initial Access
Phishing email with
an attachment
of a compressed
and passwordprotected
office document.

Office document
with VB macro.

Execution

Persistence
Scheduled task
to maintain
persistence.

Process Injection,
Signed binary
proxy execution,
and WMI
query antivirus
software.

Credential Access
Browsing hooking
to steal credential

Defense Evasion

Office document
with VB macro

Discover

Command &
Control
Deliver
next-stage
payload and
exfiltrate
sensitive user
information

INCREASING SPEED, COMPLEXITY, AND RISK
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nnAdversary

distributes IcedID Trojan to their targeted users through a malicious spear-phishing campaign. This campaign
delivers tailored emails containing macro-based, Microsoft Office documents to trick users into downloading them.

nnAfter

downloading the document, it attempts to lure the user into enabling macros. Upon successfully enabling macros, a DLL
disguised in a .JPG image file is dropped on the victim’s machine. This payload (.dll) drops an executable file in the memory,
injects its code into a legitimate process like Chrome.exe and executes itself. IcedID Trojan hooks into the browser to steal
banking credentials and sensitive information, which it then sends to its malicious server IP address.

nnThe

Trojan also runs a country-based location check command “chcp” to identify the infected host’s location. Upon obtaining the
location, the Trojan passes this information to the attacker-controlled server to download the next-stage payload Oqdiio1.dll.

nnNext,

IcedID Trojan creates a scheduled task that runs the malicious payload Oqdiio1.dll to maintain persistence.

nnIt

also uses Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) utility to detect antivirus or security software installed on the
target system.

Initial Access
The infection vector of IcedID Trojan is via specially crafted phishing email campaigns with malicious Microsoft Office Word or
Excel document in a password-protected ZIP file as attachments. The sender email address does not appear to be spoofed
because SPF, DKIM, and DMARC tests all passed, indicating that it is from the domain it claims to be. It is highly likely that this
email account has been compromised, and that the threat actor has gained access to this user account, which has been used
to send more malicious emails.

Figure 1: Phishing email containing a malicious Microsoft Office document in a password-protected ZIP file.

Upon launching the document, the user is instructed to enable the macros that drops a first-stage DLL payload
masqueraded as a .JPG file. The Threat actor TA551 is known for masking malware DLLs as .dat and .JPG files. When the
macro is enabled, it runs silently and installs the IcedID Trojan on the victim’s machine. The user would not notice anything
in the foreground other than the document not doing anything after enabling the macro.
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Figure 2: Office document with malicious macro in it.

Execution
When the macro embedded in the Word document is enabled, it retrieves the first-stage payload from the specified URL and
saves it to windowQueryScreen.jpg. It then executes the payload with regsvr32.exe, a Windows command-line utility.

Figure 3: VB macro script embedded in the Word document.
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FortiEDR detects and blocks the WinWord.exe process attempting to execute a file dropped in the file path “c:\programdata\
windowQueryScreen.jpg.” The payload (dll) disguised as a .JPG image file was executed using regsvr32.exe, a Microsoft
Register Server utility to register a dynamic link library (DLL) in Windows. Next, the regsvr32.exe process created an
unmapped executable, allocated a thread in memory, and attempted to inject code into the Chrome.exe process. By hooking
into the browser process, IcedID Trojan steals credentials for any websites the user logs in to.
In the FortiEDR event below, you can see the payload communicating with the command and control (C2) server at
194[.]5[.]249[.]72.

Figure 4: Communication to C2 IP by the unmapped executable within regsvr32.exe.

The command “chcp” was run to identify the country-based location of the compromised device and that was communicated
to the C2 server before retrieving the IcedID malware payload, i.e., “C:\Users\[redacted] \AppData\Local\usfaaw\{A9747FC5A0E7-AFF0-FF15-180007112190}\Oqdiio1.dll.”

Figure 5: The command line executed by IcedID to find country location of the infected system.

Figure 6: Execution of malicious Oqdiio1.dll payload by rundll32.exe.
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Persistence
The malware Oqdiio1.dll maintains persistence using a scheduled task that runs the following command. FortiEDR forensics
tab aids the investigation by capturing the command line parameters.
rundll32.exe “C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\usfaaw\{A9747FC5-A0E7-AFF0-FF15-180007112190}\Oqdiio1.dll”,update
/i:”BecomeJoy\license.dat”

Figure 7: Command executed by a scheduled task.

Figure 8: Persistence mechanism command executed by IcedID Trojan.

Account Discovery
This Trojan runs commands on the host to enumerate the Active Directory (AD) domain and accessible file shares using the
legitimate Windows Net Command utility. Threat actors use this technique to list accounts within a domain or a local system
to move laterally.

Figure 9: Net command to enumerate Active Directory (AD) domains.

Evasion
FortiEDR platform successfully captured a WMI command-line parameter, indicating that the Trojan is attempting to identify
the antivirus products installed on the victim machine. Attackers abuse this WMI feature in Windows to interact with local or
remote systems for discovery and lateral movement.

Figure 10: Antivirus product identification query by IcedID.
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Post-infection Activity
After successfully infecting the victim, IcedID Trojan creates a scheduled task that triggers on a timely basis to reinfect the
machine and maintains persistence. This type of info-stealing malware specifically targets system information and passwords,
including Active Directory credentials and login credentials stored in web browsers. Later, it establishes communication with its
C2 servers to exfiltrate the stolen data. The post-infection traffic of IcedID Trojan to its C2 is carried out over HTTP protocol. This
stolen data, including credentials reported to the C2 is either used by the threat actors to attempt access in the victim’s network or
sold on the dark web to other actors for monetization.

DLL Files Leveraged By IcedID
Based on the static analysis of the IcedID payload, the malware performs process injection using the following functions:
VirtualAlloc, GetCurrentThreatId, GetProcAddress, and LoadLibraryA. The malware also makes use of the export function
“DllRegisterServer” to run its malicious module in memory via rundll32.exe. The Trojan establishes communication to its C2 server
after successful execution.

Figure 11: Imported and exported dynamic-link libraries (DLLs).

Threat Intelligence Information [192.42.116.41]
The IcedID C2 server domain “chispublic[.]cyou” currently resolves to an IP address 192.42.116[.]41. This IP address has been
active since January 2021, with an increase in activity during the second quarter. This IP address is also known to have hosted
malicious websites for malware, including Ursnif.Botnet, Dridex.Botnet, W32/Kovter!tr, TrickBot, and Emotet.Botnet.

Figure 12: Trend graph for the IcedID C2 server IP.
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Threat Hunting
The following threat-hunting query can be used in FortiEDR v5 threat hunting to identify potential anomalous events associated
with IcedID intrusion as IcedID was executed via rundll32.exe with command line parameters “update /i:.”

Conclusion
FortiEDR employs patented code-tracing technology to track all system activities, identify at-risk behavior, and prevent damage
before it occurs. The FortiEDR events triggered for file-less execution, enumeration of local accounts, persistence technique,
defense evasion, credential theft via web browsers, and communication with its C2 server were highlighted in this article.
FortiGuard MDR team analyzed all the FortiEDR events, system logs, and other artifacts collected as part of the investigation and
associated this intrusion with IcedID Trojan. The IcedID threat group changed the malware’s mode of operation, transforming it
from a banking Trojan into a program capable of distributing additional payloads, such as Cobalt Strike and ransomware such as
MAZE, EGREGOR, Sodinokibi, and CONTI. As a result of this shift, IcedID has evolved into a Malware-as-a-Service (MaaS) provider,
and this intrusion could potentially be used to deliver next-stage malware payloads.

MITRE ATT&CK
The following is a summary of the MITRE techniques observed and the mitigation strategies recommended:
TA0001: Initial access
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1566

Phishing: Spearphishing attachment

In this technique, threat actors send malspam email to their targeted
users, containing malicious attachments that lead to gain initial access on
the user’s system. IcedID arrives on a victim system via phishing emails
containing malicious office documents as attachments.

Mitigation

Establish a formal user-awareness training program to educate users about spear-phishing
campaigns and social engineering techniques. The program should also be monitored and evaluated
for its effectiveness.
Network intrusion detection systems and email gateways can be used to detect spear phishing with
malicious attachments.
Use antispoofing and email authentication mechanisms (SPF, DKIM, DMARC) to filter messages.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiMail, FortiGate, and FortiPhish
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TA0002: Execution
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1204

User execution:
malicious file

The embedded VB macro in the office document downloads the first-stage
payload and then executes it with regsvr32.exe.

Mitigation

Restrict VB script execution for normal users.
Block macros from running in Office files from the internet by configuring this setting in group policy
security trust center.
Monitor for events associated with VB execution, such as Office applications spawning processes,
usage of the Windows Script Host (cscript.exe or wscript.exe).
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiSIEM, and FortiSandbox

TA0003: Persistence
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1053

Scheduled task/job

Task scheduling feature in Windows can be abused by attackers to execute
malicious program at system start-up or scheduled at a certain time/date
to maintain persistence. IcedID adds a scheduled task to execute license.
dat and Oqdiio1.dll to achieve persistence.

Mitigation

Monitor event logging for scheduled task creation and changes (turn on the setting “MicrosoftWindows-TaskScheduler/Operational” within the event logging service).
Audit toolkits like PowerSploit that can be used to probe systems for weaknesses in scheduled
tasks that could be used to escalate privileges.
Monitor scheduled task creation using EDR v5 threat-hunting feature.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiSIEM, FortiEDR, and FortiSandbox

TA0005: Defense Evasion
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1218.010

Signed Binary Proxy
Execution: Regsvr32

Threat actor abused Regsvr32.exe to proxy execution of the
malicious payload.

Mitigation

Use process monitoring to monitor the execution and arguments of regsvr32.exe.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR and FortiSIEM
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Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1055

Process injection

The threat actor performed process injection to evade from processbased defenses.

Mitigation

Monitoring Windows API calls indicative of the various types of code injection.
Look for DLLs that are not recognized or not normally loaded into a process.
Analyze process behavior to determine if a process performs actions it usually does not, such
as network connections, reading files, or other suspicious actions that could relate to postcompromise behavior.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR and FortiSandbox

TA0007: Discovery
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1087.001

Account discovery:
local account

IcedID malware abuses Windows Net utility to enumerate a list of accounts
within the targets network.

Mitigation

Monitor processes and command-line arguments for actions that could be taken to collect system
and network data.
Monitor for processes that can be used to enumerate user accounts, such as net.exe and net1.exe.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR and FortiSIEM

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1218.010

Security software
discovery

Threat actor abused WMI to get a listing of security software, defensive
tools, and sensors that are installed on the victim machine.

Mitigation

Monitor network traffic for WMI connections; the use of WMI in environments that do not typically use WMI
may be suspect.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR and FortiSIEM

TA0006: Credential Access
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1056.004

Input capture: credential IcedID Trojan hooks into the browser API to steal user credentials.
API hooking

Mitigation

Monitor for calls to the SetWindowsHookEx and SetWinEventHook functions, which install a hook
procedure.
Rootkits detectors can be used to monitor for various types of hooking activity.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR and FortiSandbox
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T1071: Command and Control
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1071

Application
layer protocol

Threat actors abuse application protocols to communicate to their
command and control servers. They leverage application protocols to
evade from detection by network security solutions. This technique is used
by IcedID to establish communication to its C2 via HTTPS protocol.

Mitigation

Monitor for web traffic to/from known-bad or suspicious domains.
Analyze packet contents to detect application layer protocols that do not follow the expected
protocol standards.
Use IPS and IDS to identify traffic for IcedID malware to mitigate activity at the network level.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiGate, and FortiSIEM

IOCs
IP Address

Description

194[.]5[.]249[.]72

This IP resolved to chispublic[.]cyou and belongs to
IcedID C2 server

192.[.]42[.]116[.]41

Domain

Description

chispublic[.]cyou

IcedID C2 server

File Hash

File Names

19e898f7f78d4f9508427259634c59a42488fe927a

Oqdiio1.dll
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